Get out from behind the screen and be seen!
Relationships can shape our moods and can even help us develop a healthier lifestyle. “Human
connection brings complex values to our lives: relationships give us a sense of belonging in the
group, a sense of identity, and a reason not to feel lonely (Smith).” Read the facts below about
relationships and be prepared to discuss the impact of human connections on health.
Real in-person connections and relationships can
•
•
•
•

Boost your immune system
Improve chronic health conditions
Lower blood pressure
Decrease stress

Our 500th friend or follower on social media is not the same as having an actual connection and
relationship. Online friendships do not provide the same emotional connections and health
benefits that an in-person connection does. In fact, research shows the more connections made
online the lonelier our society is becoming. (Marche)
According to health-related research:
If you are lonely you are more likely to suffer from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obesity
Hormonal imbalances
Depression
Anxiety
Insomnia or sleep problems
Memory problems
Inflammation
Illness

If you are lonely you are less likely to:
•
•
•

Exercise regularly
Laugh as often
Heal from injury quickly

So, combat the loneliness with quality human connection, not just the quantity of social media
friends. Get out from behind the screen and be seen!
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Compare and Contrast how you feel when you spend time in person with friends versus social media.

Family Connection
•

•

•

Tech Support
o Download FamilyTime APP or use your phone’s built in screen time log to limit
screen time
o Challenge your family to delete social media from phones for ten days
o Utilize a blocking App for your computer
§ Freedom blocks websites and apps
§ StayFocusd Chrome Extension
Pillar Time
o Play a board game or card game
o Go for a walk
o Play a sport with your child
Dinner Discussion
o What is your definition of a good friend?
o How can having a friend help you in life?
o Why are healthy friendships important?
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